Continuing news about the 1977 California draught - If you have an abundant supply of water, consider yourself extremely lucky. Here at Pasatiempo we were cut back 30% by 30-day billing period of what we had used in 1975. We had to project ahead what we thought our 7 meters would use. That was fairly easy to do until the variable, like a hot spell, used up the greater part of one allotment before we were into the next period. Two of the lessons I may have learned from this set back are:
1. Keep records or have available to you what weather you have month by month over a period of years so that you can hope to forecast what it will be like for a given month.
2. Use the most draught resistant varieties of grasses, compatible with your soil and area.

Any of you who are severely rationed know what I am saying and hope we never have to suffer through another year like this one.

OUR HOST FOR OCTOBER - Bob Uhland, Valley Hi Country Club, Sacramento

After two years attending the University of California at Davis where Bob was majoring in Agronomy, he took his first golf course job. From 1960 to 1962 he was Head Greensman of the Arbuckle Golf Club. After getting bit by the golf course bug, Bob thought he would like to get on an 18 hole course. In 1962 he went to Sunset Oaks C.C., where he worked as an assistant superintendent for two years. In 1964 he was promoted to Superintendent. In 1967 he moved to Edgewood Tahoe which was under construction at that time. In 1971 Bob left Edgewood, looking for greener pastures. In 1973 he decided the best of the greener pastures was back to the golf course. In January 1974 he accepted the Superintendent position at Valley Hi Country Club

Valley Hi is located a few miles south of Sacramento. The course was designed by William Bell and opened for play in 1961. They have 394 golfing and 39 social members.

A BRIEF RECAP OF OUR MEETING AT CORRAL DE TIERRA: - Our THANKS to Glenn Welsh and Mr. Gearhardt, our hosts, for the excellent facilities for the meeting. The group that played golf had nothing but excellent comments on the condition of the course. From looking at some of the scores we must have a few sand baggers in the group. Good golf, fine fellowship, and excellent food along with an excellent speaker made for a fine day.

Jim Latham's talk on "Budgetary Problems" brought to light many things. Two of the items I think are most important were the proper utilization